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The week started from Virgo moon in hasta Nakshatra. Venus Sun Mercury and Saturn in same sign
Sagittarius would affect various sectors. Mars and jupiter conjunction is now more strong to affect
related sector. All planets are under Kaal- Sarp Yoga.

NIFTY- Nifty trend is expected to remain bullish in the 1st half of the week while later there may be profit booking.
Planetary positions would have following affect on various sectors stocks.
 Pharma and jewelery sector still looks bullish due to Mars- Jupiter conjunction and weak sun
but this could be the last leg of rally.
 Capital good and Infra may run little more due to Sun-saturn conjunction.
 Private banks may face selling at higher levels due to mercury moving in Moola Nakhatra.
 Rahu in Ashlesha - IT sector would remain slightly bullish buy at dips.
 Company’s related to Cables and electrical good would remain bullish throughout the week.
 Crude rally could be paused due to mercury and sun along with Saturn.
 Power sector may also maintain strength for this week.
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Disclaimer:

This publication has been solely prepared for the information purpose and does not constitute a solicitation to any person to
buy or sell a security. While the information contained therein has been obtained from sources believed reliable investors are
advised to satisfy themselves before making any investments. Fairwealth Securities Ltd does not bear any responsibility for
authentication of the information contained in the reports and consequently is not liable for any decision taken based on the
same. Further Fairwealth Research report only provides information updates and analysis. All opinions for buying and
selling are available to investors when they are registered clients of Fairwealth Investment advisory services. As a matter of
practice, Fairwealth refrains from publishing any individual names with its reports. As per SEBI requirements it is stated
that, Fairwealth securities Ltd, and/or individuals thereof may have positions in securities referred herein and may make
purchases or sale while this report is in circulation.
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